An Overview of Genomic Biomarker Use in Cardiovascular Disease Clinical Trials
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Clinical trial designs targeting patient subgroups with certain genetic characteristics may enhance the efficiency of developing drugs for cardiovascular disease (CVD). To evaluate the extent to which genetic knowledge translates to the CVD pipeline, we analyzed how genomic biomarkers are utilized in trials. Phase II and III trial protocols for investigational new drugs for CVD and risk factors were evaluated for prospective and exploratory genomic biomarker use; drug targets were evaluated for the presence of evidence that genetic variations can impact CVD risk or drug response. We identified 134 programs (73 unique drug targets) and 147 clinical trials. Less than 1% (n = 1/147) trials used a genomic biomarker prospectively for in-trial enrichment despite 32% (n = 23/73) of the drug targets having evidence of genetic variations. Additionally, 46% (n = 68/147) of the trials specified exploratory biomarker use. The results highlight an opportunity for more targeted CVD drug development by leveraging genomic biomarker knowledge.

Study Highlights

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?
☑ Prior studies have reported the decline of cardiovascular drug development and highlighted the role of biomarker-driven strategies to enhance drug development.

WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
☑ This study examined the extent to which known genetic markers for cardiovascular disease (CVD) are applied in clinical trials of novel drugs for CVD and its risk factors.

WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
☑ Prospective use of genomic biomarkers in CVD clinical trials is minimal even when drug targets in development are supported by evidence that genetic variants are linked to the CVD trait for which they are being developed. Exploratory genomic biomarker studies are relatively prevalent.

HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY OR TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE?
☑ These findings highlight a gap in clinical trials for CVD and the potential for knowledge of genetic variation to play a role in enhancing drug development for CVD.

Drug development for cardiovascular disease (CVD), the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in the United States and globally,1 is widely reported to be in decline.2–6 The decline has been attributed to multiple factors, including a paucity of novel therapeutic targets,7 clinical trial failures due to lack of efficacy and safety,2,8 and concerns of commercial viability.7,9 Pharmaceutical pipeline evaluation across therapeutic areas has shown that drug targets validated through genetic association with the disease of interest were more likely to be successful in phase II clinical trials10 and across successive phases of development.11 In addition, use of biomarkers to molecularly select patients for clinical trial enrollment has been associated with significantly higher probability of transition from phase I clinical trials to approval.12 These findings suggest that using biomarker-based drug development strategies may enhance the efficiency of clinical trials and has the potential to stimulate drug development for CVD.

The ability of prognostic and predictive genomic biomarkers to enhance drug development has been most widely appreciated in oncology, where knowledge of genetic variants has aided the prediction of which drug candidates are likely to be efficacious in targeted subsets of patients. In addition, genomic biomarkers have aided the selection of patients who are likely to benefit from
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A specific drug or mechanism. Often, this has resulted in therapies targeted to patients whose tumors harbor certain genetic alterations.13 Although genetic variants associated with susceptibility to many common chronic diseases have been discovered,14–16 these discoveries have not translated into wider development of “targeted therapies” as they have in the oncology setting.

Genetic association studies have identified numerous gene variants that alter susceptibility to or prognosis in CVD and its risk factors,14 but how they have translated into genetic or genomic biomarkers used in clinical trials has not been evaluated. We sought to evaluate the extent to which genomic biomarkers are used in clinical trials of treatments for CVD and its associated risk conditions and to examine how known genetic associations between drug targets and CVD traits are reflected in the use of genomic biomarkers in clinical trials.

### RESULTS

**Prospective and exploratory genomic biomarker utilization in phase II and III clinical trials**

We identified 134 development programs for CVD and relevant risk factors from PharmaProjects, 67 (50%) of which contained 147 relevant clinical trial protocols for evaluation. We identified 1 of 147 trials (0.7%) employing a genomic biomarker. In this lone trial, a predictive genomic biomarker was used to select patients for enrollment into a phase III clinical trial.

Use of exploratory genomic biomarkers for hypothesis generation beyond the primary and secondary objectives was more common. Of the 147 clinical trial protocols, 55 trials (37%) stated an intention to study unspecified biomarkers or a general class of genes (e.g., those related to drug metabolism or inflammatory genes), 13 trials (8.8%) prespecified analysis of genes harboring a genomic biomarker of interest, and the remaining 79 trials (54%) did not specify the application or analysis of genomic biomarkers. Overall, 33 (25%) of the 134 development programs included exploratory biomarker aims in their protocols. The collection of DNA for exploratory genomic biomarker analyses did not differ by study phase ($P = 0.16$).

DNA sample collection rates and purpose are shown in Table 1. Forty-six percent ($n = 68$) indicated sample collection in their protocols. Of these 68 trials that indicated sample collection, 57 (84%) made the collection of samples for pharmacogenomic analysis optional, whereas 11 (16%) mandated sample collection as a condition for study enrollment. Of note, where sample collection was mandatory ($n = 11$), it was nominally greater in phase III protocols ($n = 7$; 64%) than in phase II protocols ($n = 4$; 36%). Trials with specific exploratory biomarker aims were more likely to have DNA collection mandated in the trial ($P = 0.02$).

### Determining genetic association for drug targets under development

A total of 93 of 134 (69%) programs publicly disclosed the drug target, accounting for 73 unique drug targets across the therapeutic areas. We determined that 23 of 73 targets (32%) had genetic variants related to the disease, which could support the feasibility of prospective genomic biomarker use in clinical trials. Of the 50 targets (68%) that had no evidence of genetic association with the disease for which they were being studied, 16 (33%) were associated with other CVD traits or risk conditions (Table 2).

To contrast the liberal criteria for designating genetic association from open targets above, we analyzed targets in the pipeline against a list of genes curated by an American Heart Association–commissioned expert working group14 as being implicated in various CVD traits. Fifty-two targets were in development for the subset of CVDs in the study that overlapped with CVDs for which susceptibility loci were compiled (hypertension, lipid disorders, ischemic heart disease, type 2 diabetes, and stroke). Of the 52 targets, 4 (8%) were associated with the disease for which they were being developed.

### DISCUSSION

Despite CVD association with high morbidity and mortality,1 there has been declining drug development activity in this area and high drug development attrition rates.17 Opportunities exist to stimulate new drug development through the application of biomarkers.10,11 Therefore, we examined the extent to which genomic biomarkers are used in clinical trials for CVD and its risk factors. Our analysis reveals a near absence of prospective genomic biomarker use in the examined clinical trials, even in cases where genetic variability in the drug target is relevant to the indication being pursued. However, half of the drug development programs include the genomic assessments in clinical trials that ostensibly would support future targeted drug development. Overall, the application of genomics in the clinical trials for CVD was limited.

Understanding of the molecular and genetic basis for a disease is an important limiting factor for using genomics prospectively in clinical trials.13 Drug developers could use such genomic characteristics to identify subsets of patients that may receive different drug doses, may be excluded from trials, or for whom studies can be enriched. CVD is pathophysiologically complex and polygenic. However, numerous genetic susceptibility markers for CVD and metabolic traits have been identified that could support targeted drug development.14 In addition, genomic attributes for classifying patient populations do not have to be linked to a mechanistic or pathophysiologic characteristic;18 important genetic mediators of drug response can also reside in genes relevant to the drug's...
pharmacokinetics, genes that may predispose patients to toxicities,\textsuperscript{19} or multiple genes that in aggregate influence risk or prognosis (e.g., polygenic risk scores).\textsuperscript{20–22}

In our study, a genomic biomarker was used to select patients for a clinical trial in only one case; this biomarker was for the primary target of the drug and gene variant effects on related drugs that had been extensively studied. Despite the availability of biomarkers, biomarker-based trial enrichment or stratification maneuvers were otherwise absent in the CVD pipeline. It is possible that the availability of measurable biomarkers, such as blood pressure, ejection fraction, hemoglobin A1C, and low-density lipoprotein for the studied traits, facilitate individualized assessments of patient prognostic risk and, therefore, reduce the incentive to use predictive or prognostic biomarkers in clinical trials. These findings may also suggest that genomic enrichment strategies are not considered a practical approach to improve the efficiency of clinical trials in the cardiovascular space, or that such biomarkers are not robust enough for prospective testing due to inadequate understanding of the role of the biomarker in the context of the disease.

Approximately half of the programs specified DNA collection for exploratory genomic studies, reflecting an aspiration to generate new hypotheses on potential drug targets, genomic biomarkers associated with disease, and drug responses that may impact success rates and longer-term outcomes. The rate of DNA collection observed in our study may be indicative of reported variability in global DNA collection practices, which has been attributed to factors including differing country requirements and prompted efforts to harmonize regulations to collect genetic samples.\textsuperscript{23,24} Although our study was restricted to drug development programs in the United States, the global nature of clinical trials exposes trials in our study to such a challenge.

In a 2013 guidance for industry, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) provided recommendations for assessing the effect of genomic variations in exploratory studies and their use in the study of a drug’s pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, efficacy, and safety.\textsuperscript{19} These recommendations were issued with the expectation that the interrogation of genomic information throughout the drug development process would enable discovery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease queried in PharmaProjects</th>
<th>Targets that have genetic association with pursued indication\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>Targets that have genetic association with other CVD traits\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>Targets that have genetic association with pursued indication\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>Targets that have genetic association with other CVD traits\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>Targets not genetically associated with any CVD trait from either source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>KCNJ5</td>
<td>ADRB1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ADRB2, KCNJ3, KCNA5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic heart failure</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ENPEP, NPR1, NRG1, NRC3C2, ADRB1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>ENPEP, ADRB1</td>
<td>SLC9A3, VIPR1, ATP1A1, NRP2, TRPV4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>NPR1, AGTR1</td>
<td>EDNRA, NRC3C2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>EDNRA</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic heart disease</td>
<td>MAPK14, CETP, LPA, RAMP1, CALCRL, APOA1</td>
<td>LCAT</td>
<td>LPA</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>BRD4, FGFR1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid disorders\textsuperscript{2}</td>
<td>APOC3, PPARA, CETP, APOA, PCSK9</td>
<td>PPARA, APOA, PON1</td>
<td>ANGPTL3</td>
<td>PCSK9, APOE</td>
<td>ACLY, DGAT1, SREBF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic syndrome</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>MC4R</td>
<td>SLC5A1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>MC4R</td>
<td>DGA1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral vascular disease</td>
<td>PLG</td>
<td>PDE5A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>PLG</td>
<td>PTGER1, PLA2G1B, TBXAS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>PLG</td>
<td>ABCC8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>EGLN2, PLAT, MAOB, CP2B, TBXAS1, PROC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombosis</td>
<td>VWF, F11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 diabetes</td>
<td>SLC5A1, GCK, GCGR, GIPR, GLP1R, NFKB1</td>
<td>PPARA, MTTP, LYN, PTNP1, SLC22A12, SLC10A2</td>
<td>GCK, GIPR</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IL1A, SLC5A2, DPP4, BRD4, FBPI, FGFR4, DGAT1, GPR119, FFAR1, NRIP3, FGF21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genes targeted by at least one drug in development for the queried disease, and genes encoding a heteromeric complex are separated as individual targets.

AHA, American Hospital Association; CVD, cardiovascular disease; N/A, Comparison not applicable as the AHA-working group publication did not compile susceptibility loci for the disease.

\textsuperscript{a}Integrated evidence points to genetic association with disease. \textsuperscript{b}No genetic association with the queried disease but genetic association with other CVD traits or risk conditions. \textsuperscript{2}The lipid phenotypes hypercholesterolemia, hypertriglyceridemia, and hyperlipidemia were queried and assembled in this category. Programs in development for cardiomyopathies had no drug target identified.
of clinically important genomic differences before a product is marketed. Regardless of whether a development program is influenced by early phase genomic assessments, analysis of data gathered from exploratory studies can generate hypotheses and provide further insight into disease classification or classification of drug exposure and response by defined genomic biomarkers.

By our derivation of genetic association via open targets and the expert-curated lists of CVDs susceptibility loci, 32% and 8%, respectively, of targets in the pipeline were genetically associated with the CVD trait for which they are being developed. Another study reported a low proportion of genetically supported drug targets for approved indications in this therapeutic area. Considering a recent report that interindividual genome variability can predict drug withdrawals, it is plausible that the possibility of variable drug response has influenced the pursuit of drug targets harboring significant genetic variability. However, some targets may not harbor clinically relevant genetic variability and may contribute to the seeming lack of genetic support in some drug targets in development. Additionally, despite evidence for disease-risk loci, other considerations, including where the genetic variation manifests in the disease pathway, the nature of the genetic variation, and the druggability of the encoded protein, support the actualization of a genetically validated drug target. With the increasing ability of technologies to better characterize the impact of genomic variations on diseases, the landscape of disease-associated targets will continue to evolve.

Our findings have certain limitations, particularly those inherent to the databases and sources used. First, 31% of the CVD development programs we identified did not have targets listed in PharmaProjects; therefore, the drug targets that are listed may limit our estimation of targets in development and consequent association with disease. Second, we did not appraise the scoring algorithm used to determine the evidence for genetic association between the drug target and disease on the open targets platform or examine the standard used to select disease susceptibility loci compiled by the expert-working group. In the latter case, for example, the expert-reviewed list may represent an underestimate of validated targets, as only novel targets were reviewed and listed for some traits (e.g., the lipid phenotypes). Finally, genetic associations may have been recently discovered but potential evaluable products from such associations are yet to mature in to the phases of development we studied.

In conclusion, we examined the CVD pipeline to characterize the use of genomic biomarkers in clinical trials and how known disease-associated genetic variants, from an open database and an expert-curated list, are represented in the pipeline. Our efforts reveal a near absence of prospective genomic biomarker utilization in CVD clinical trials, a finding bolstered by limited representation of genetically supported targets in the pipeline. These findings underscore a potential for knowledge of genetic-variation to play a role in enhancing drug development for CVD traits, whether in pursuing new targets or conducting more genetically targeted clinical trials.

METHODS

Inclusion of diseases in the study
CVDs were initially selected for inclusion in the study from the list of top 30 diseases in the United States. The list was supplemented with diseases and conditions that are inter-related with CVD pathophysiology and its associated risk conditions, some of which also account for the high global disease burden. Ultimately, drugs in development for ischemic heart disease, type 2 diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, hypertriglyceridemia and hyperlipidemia, hypertension, metabolic syndrome, obesity, thrombosis, peripheral vascular disease, congestive heart failure, cardiomyopathies, and atrial fibrillation were included.

Data sources and extraction
We queried the commercial database PharmaProjects (Citeline, New York, NY) for drugs in development phases II and III in the United States for the selected diseases. Additional search terms were included to improve the yield of the search. For example, the query for ischemic heart disease included the additional search terms atherosclerosis, coronary artery disease, acute coronary syndrome, angina, myocardial infarction, and heart attack (Table S1).

Cell therapies, gene therapies, reformulations of approved drugs for the same disease, and imaging agents were excluded from the search results. For each result, we extracted the following information: drug name, drug target, mechanism of action, and disease for which the drug is being developed. Each result was manually checked to ensure its inclusion conformed to criteria in the search query. Citeline provided real-time updates to results of search queries. Results and updates of queries from December 2015 to March 2017 were included in the study.

Prospective and exploratory genomic biomarker utilization in phase II and III clinical trials
Drugs in development were linked to investigational new drug (IND) numbers in the FDA’s Documents Archiving, Reporting, and Regulatory Tracking System (DARRTS). Clinical trial protocols and investigator brochures submitted under the INDs to the FDA before March 2017 were evaluated. IND applications submitted in nonelectronic format, programs with no relevant protocols, and programs with unidentifiable IND numbers were excluded.

Phase of development was recorded as identified by the developer on the protocol. For this analysis, protocols spanning two phases were assigned the phase of the most progressive stage referenced (e.g., a phase Ib/IIa study was designated as phase II, whereas a phase Ib/III study was designated as phase III). The protocols of phase II and phase III studies were reviewed for genomic biomarker strategies as follows: (i) the use of predictive or prognostic genomic biomarkers to select the trial population, (ii) the use of a genomic biomarker to stratify randomization, and (iii) the analysis of treatment effect in subgroups of patients defined by a genomic biomarker. An overview of the data sources and filtering process is presented in Figure 1.

The protocols were further reviewed for exploratory genomic biomarker assessment, defined as biomarkers studied outside of the primary and secondary objectives. Exploratory genomic biomarkers were determined to be prespecified if the drug developer explicitly identified the biomarker to be studied or unspecified if the biomarkers to be studied were unidentified. Information on the approach to germline DNA collection for pharmacogenomic studies was determined as either mandatory (i.e., collection required for a participant to be a part of the trial) or optional (enrollment in the study possible without consenting to DNA collection). The schedule for genomic sample collection schedule was also derived from the protocol.

DNA collection time was designated as at baseline when the sample was collected prior to treatment initiation but was designated as flexible when the trial permitted collection at any point in the study, including when the protocol called for baseline collection but permitted collection if the patient consented to it after the treatment was initiated. Studies indicating that sample collection could take place at any time or which did not specify the timing of sample collection were deemed flexible as well.
Identify drugs in phases 2 and 3 of development for selected diseases and similar traits (Source: Pharmaprojects)

Attach drug programs to investigational new drug numbers (Source: FDA DARRTS)

Identify clinical protocols for phase 2 and phase 3 trials in relevant disease state

Determine genomic biomarker use for patient selection, patient stratification, or subgroup hypothesis testing

Figure 1 Evaluation of genomic biomarker use in the clinical trials. DARRTS, Documents Archiving, Reporting, and Regulatory Tracking System; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration.

Statistical analysis
Association between phase of development and classification of exploratory biomarker aim, exploratory biomarker status, and genomic sample collection were all determined using Fisher’s exact test. Multiplicity-corrected statistical significance was claimed at an alpha level of 0.025 (two-sided). Statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.4 (Cary, NC).

Determining genetic association for drug targets under development
We identified diseases/traits with the genetic association scores > 0 as scored on the Open Targets Platform (release 18.10; http://www.target-validation.org), a peer-reviewed, publicly available platform that integrates evidence of association of a drug target with diseases. On the Open Targets Platform, the functional consequence of a variant is an important factor in scoring the strength of genetic association. The final score of a target-disease association ranged from zero, no evidence supporting association; to one, representing the strongest evidence of target-disease association. No limit was placed on the strength of evidence and a target with a genetic association score > 0 to a cardiovascular trait was deemed to have genetic support.

A list of genetically validated, disease-relevant targets was compiled from the latest scientific statement from the American Heart Association on the genetics and genomics for the prevention and treatment of CVD.14 We made comparisons only among diseases in this study that corresponded to a disease reviewed by the working group (e.g., neither thrombosis nor atrial fibrillation was reviewed by the working group and they are not compared). Type 2 diabetes–related genes combined expert-reviewed lists of type 2 diabetes mellitus, fasting insulin, 2-hour glucose, and fasting glucose. Genes related to lipid phenotypes were derived from expert-reviewed lists of genes associated with total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and triglycerides. The list of targets compared for stroke were those compiled for sporadic cardioembolic ischemic stroke, sporadic large-vessel atherosclerotic stroke in the expert-curated list, and for hypertension were those compiled for hypertension, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, and pulse pressure in the expert-curated list. Genes with no matching Human Genome Organization (HUGO) symbol, genes that were withdrawn as determined from genenames.org, and those with no gene associated with the identified loci were excluded from the published list and not used for comparison.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Supplementary information accompanies this paper on the Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics website (wwwcpt-journal.com).

Table S1. Table of queried traits and associated synonyms.
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